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According to data shared today by research firm Gartner, 99.9% of smartphones sold world time around the world were based on Android or iOS because all competing platforms were effectively filtered out. Android remains widely adopted by a significant difference over iOS, with about 86-14% divided between operating systems last year. Android's advantage is that the software is installed on dozens of different smartphone models
offered in the range of price ranges, whereas the iPhone is primarily compatible with the high-end market. Android and iOS have been major mobile operating systems for many years, but Duopoly became very dominant last year, so Gartner no longer even breaks down Blackberry and Windows Phone individually. The platform in 2017 had a market share of less than 0.1%. In other words, Gartner estimates that of the more than 1.5
billion smartphones sold world time around the world last year, only 1.5 million mobile phones running BlackBerry OS, Windows Mobile, and all other platforms. The write rests on the blackberry and Windows Phone walls for a long time and has raised market share for Apple and Google for a better part of the past decade. But when Android and iOS finally reach a 99.9% market share, the platform will soon officially die. BlackBerry, on
the other hand, recently announced that it will continue to support the BlackBerry 10 operating system for at least two more years, encouraging customers to upgrade to Android-based smartphones manufactured by TCL. Blackberry World and other legacy services will be closed by the end of 2019. Back in October, Microsoft announced that it would continue to support Windows 10 Mobile with security updates and bug fixes as well,
but it no longer develops new features or releases new Windows Phone. The collapse of BlackBerry in particular is remarkable because it was a pioneer in the smartphone industry. The device has been popular for about two years since the iPhone was launched in June 2007, at the expense of Nokia, the company's leading company at the time, and took up a peak market share of about 20 percent in 2009. It takes only a few years
for the popularity of iPhone and Samsung Galaxy smartphones to soar, and duopoly is firmly established based on today's data, with iOS and Android jumping over Blackberry and Nokia. Edit chart data Sorry, JavaScript is required to display global statistical charts. Walking in the heart of a big city may seem like the iPhone dominates the best because the vast majority of people can usually find them sporting. To be fair, the design
doesn't change as often as in the Android world, so people with the iPhone 6 look almost the same as the iPhone 8, so this can be a bit of a distorted expression. But how accurate is this anecdote evidence compared to a huge amount?Smartphones sold every year? Looking at global statistics for global image sales, Android has a clear lead against iOS in terms of market share. Statcounter reports that Android accounted for 74.45%
of the sector and iOS returned to 22.85% between January 2018 and January 2019. The remaining 2% consisted of KaiOS (web-based operating system to enhance feature phones), 0.3% Windows (yes, really), 0.28% Samsung, 0.41% unknown 1.1%. Except for the slight closure of the iPhone-to-Android market share Infogram November gap, the iPhone-to-Android market share Infogram is fairly consistent throughout the year, with
the exception of a slight closure of the November gap, when iPhone sales rose to 24.44% and Android fell to 72.35%. This is probably due to the release of the new iPhone XS, XS Max and XR at that time. This year has also marked an interesting shift in terms of big players in the mobile space. Over the past seven years, Apple and Samsung have been the two top sellers of devices, and Samsung was the first and Apple second, but
in the second quarter of 2018 Huawei was able to win the number two slots. This is even more impressive given that the company is currently banned from selling products in the United States due to concerns about potential security issues involving the Chinese government. IDC has different figures announced in August 2018 and includes year-end forecasts. They put Android's market share even higher at 86.3% on average in the
third quarter of 2018, while iOS fell to an average of 13.6% over the same period. Europe This is a similar image in Europe, where Statcounter reports Android at 70.91% and iOS bridges the gap with 27.95% sales. Apple in November 2018 will also see the same global figures, but this time it will show in a more important way while taking iPhone sales to 33.84% of the market and reducing Android to 64.57%. When you drill down to
an individual country or brand, the image changes slightly. In the UK, for example, Apple is in third place with 51.4%, Samsung Trail at 29.66%, Huawei (6.23%) and Motorola (1.87%), followed by Germany with 43.12%, Apple at 30.43%, 30.43% and 33% in third place. France is still the current leader at 37.86 percent, while France has fewer disparities, while Apple accounts for 33.06 percent, Huawei accounts for 11.97 percent and
Xiaomi accounts for 3 percent. North America North America has traditionally been a huge market for smartphones, usually second only to China on that scale. This was a temporary interruption in the third quarter of 2018 for 40.4 million units sold in India, more than 40 million units sold in the United States and Canada. The type of phone purchased during that period was very different, according to Statcounter, as an IndianApple
accounts for about 3%, mostly by Samsung (24.38%), Ko americas (21.43%), Oppo (9.07%) and other Android manufacturers. In North America, this is quite different because Apple dominates the market at 52.28% and Samsung at 25.54%. The U.S. leans further toward Apple, followed by Cupertino at 57.22%, Samsung at 24.27%, LG (5.49%), Motorola (3.66%) and Google (2.27%). Canada is mainly the same, with Apple at
57.56% and Samsung at 25.77%. As the world's largest smartphone market in China, China is so important to large companies that it's probably surprising to note that Samsung's property has been severely damaged in the last few years. The rise of Chinese companies such as Huaping, Xiaoma and Poppo has reduced sales of Samsung devices affected by tensions between China and South Korea (Samsung's home), particularly
over Seoul's deployment of U.S. THAAD missile systems in 2017. This opens the door for Apple, where the iPhone has become a market leader with 24.79% of sales, followed closely by Aihei (23.02%) and Xiaomi (11.09%). and Oppo (11.04%). These figures do not yet know how they will be affected by the recent trade tariff war between China and the United States, not to mention the arrest in Canada of Meng Wanzhou, Huawei's
senior executive (and daughter of the company's founder). But it wouldn't be a problem to see anti-American sentiment grow among China's population and sales of Apple products decline. So, you've got it. Whistle stop tour of the world's two mobile platforms sold world-on-day. Which is better? North Americans and British people clearly prefer the iPhone, mainland Europe is undecided, Chinese customers like Apple devices, but they
are buying more Android products, but Indian market growth is great news like Samsung and Xiaomi. Maybe you have both one, you will have a friend in the place where you might walk around. Published: 9 September 2019 Latest dives to Android vs. iOS market share compare Q2 2019 data compared to the previous year. There were positive signs of iOS in Italy, Poland, Egypt, Norway and Turkey. Naturally, android has the
advantage that iOS will lose market share. Google's mobile OS enjoyed a healthy rise in India, Indonesia, Ireland, Japan, Malaysia, France and South Korea. In the UK, there is only a 0.32% difference between the two mobile OS giants. In Canada, the market share is tight at only 1.41%. The following statistics are based on mobile web traffic to the global network of partner websites using the DeviceAtlas device discovery platform
starting in Q2 2019. Which country prefers Android and which country prefers iOS? (For the gray country -- we are nowClick on the map below for a larger version (enough data to determine the popularity of the OS). Skip to Country: Android Market Share 2017 v 2018 iOS Market Share 2018 v 2019 And earlier reports and insights: Argentina Australia Brazil Colombian Colombian France Germany : Bring device intelligence to web
applications in minutes Web, native apps, and mobile phone company environments. Compare options and price India Ireland Italy Italy Japan Malaysian Poland Russia South Africa Spain Sweden United States Do you want more data? Main image: Maurizio Pesse of Milan, Italy (Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge vs Apple iPhone 6) [CC BY 2.0], via Wikimedia Commons. Download the latest mobile reports and get the latest trends in the
world's device landscape. iOS vs Android Market Share - Android Wins in Sweden Smartphone Upgrade Cycle visualized the CPU/GPU/RAM and screen resolution of the most common smartphones around the world All statistics represent the share of web traffic in selected countries based on mobile visits tracked by DeviceAtlas. Copy &gt;&gt; &gt;&gt;
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